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Harvest awaits

What a season!

2019 has broken all of the local rainfall records, being
the driest season ever since readings were first kept
in 1875. Locally our annual rainfall is down about
50% from the long term average. We’ve only received
150mm (6inches) in some of the coastal areas
through to 225 mm (9inches) at Maitland. Thankfully,
we received an inch of rainfall a few weeks ago.
Whilst the earlier dry conditions have already reduced
the crop yields, this recent rain has helped to fill grain
in the lentils and wheat, and it will definitely help all of
the later crops.

When the soil is dry, the likelihood of frost forming on
the ground increases dramatically. We’ve had about
five large frost events so far. Thankfully, we have
escaped pretty well with only a few crops showing
damage. We are fortunate to have a geographical
spread with crops at different growing stages, which
reduces our frost risk. At this stage, we are only

 

Windrowing barley at
Point Pearce
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looking at a 30% yield reduction on three properties,
so we will harvest the crop as opposed to cutting it for
hay. We would sooner avoid exporting all of the crop
residue as we lose our stubble cover that is so
precious, especially in drier seasons.
 
Harvest awaits
 
Our harvest preparation is all done and we are ready
to roll. We have started windrowing barley at Point
Pearce. Only some paddocks are tall enough to
windrow, so we will have to pick and choose those
areas. In the shorter crops there isn’t enough stubble
to keep the windrows off the ground and often the
heads don’t turn over, so the windrow pickups on the
headers have nothing to hook the crop to get it up off
the ground. We windrow the paddocks on a 45-
degree angle to the direction of sowing, so the crop
sits across the sowing rows and it's easier to pick up.
Windrowing speeds up the ripening process and
prevents the heads blowing off if we get strong winds.
It also gives longer harvesting hours when we are
near the coast as the grain under the rows isn’t
affected by the moisture in the sea air or by the
overnight dew. We have been running the windrower
24 hours a day with Danny Luciani driving in the day
and Tim Rowe during the night.
 
The Seed Terminator

This year we have fitted a Seed Terminator to one of
the Claas headers. This unit has two rotating mills
that collect and mill the chaff material whilst
harvesting. The chaff generally contains all of the
weed seeds which are dislodged in the threshing
process. The terminator units destroy 98% of all
weed seeds that pass through the machine. The
straw still passes through the machine and is spread
back over the paddock. Our aim is always to work
towards the most sustainable cropping system
possible.  By introducing some mechanical control of
weed seeds we will reduce our reliance on
herbicides, which in turn reduces the likelihood of the
weeds becoming resistant to herbicide.

The Seed Terminator can require an extra 50 to 100
horsepower to run the mills depending on the crop

 

The seed terminator under
the Claas header



conditions. The Claas machines are very efficient and
they often only require 60% engine power of the 550
horsepower Mercedes engines, so we are confident
they will handle the extra load.

Domestic and international grain markets

This year, it’s very hard to tell if there is going to be
strong domestic demand for grain from the east coast
of Australia. Unlike last year, a lot of the crop in
Victoria has good yield potential. There's
approximately a $20 per ton drought premium in the
cereal market, so hopefully once harvest starts the
weather will be good. Although our tonnages will be
down, we have decided to keep our harvest
contractor Tim Schwartz working with us to capitalise
on this opportunity.  The lentil market continues to be
quiet as the Canadians begin to harvest their lentils.
With a large carryover of lentils in Australia and
Canada, there is plenty of supply with limited
demand. We are continuing to sell small parcels of
lentils to make room in the shed for this year’s crop.
We are carting them to Adelaide to be packed in
containers for export to Bangladesh. Having the
opportunity to use a road train has been great – with
a sixty-tonne payload, it's very efficient. 
 
The Trump Factor

Unfortunately, a lot of our grain, fuel and fertiliser
markets are affected by political influences. Australia
is currently being investigated with claims of dumping
barley under the cost of production into China. This
decision is due to be handed down shortly, which
may mean imports are banned into China. The local
barley market is very subdued whilst waiting on this
decision. We have also topped up with diesel recently
due to supply concerns over the bombing of fuel
installations overseas.
 
Very thankful for the harvest

At all of our properties, 2019 is the driest year on
record. We are still two inches of rainfall under the
seasons of 2006 and 1959. Our farming system has a
strong focus on retaining stubble cover to reduce
evaporation and to maximise our crops' water use

 

Increased fire safety:
Refurbished RFW truck with

12000 lt capacity

 

Amazing to produce any
crop on 6 inches of rain

 



efficiency. It’s a testament to our farming systems to
be able to produce any crop at all with so little rain.
Compared to many in Australia, we have been very
fortunate and we are very thankful for the crop we
have to harvest.

Fat Farmers wins an award

We're excited to announce that the Fat Farmers
initiative received the Community Award in the 2019
South Australian Regional Showcase awards. Read
more here. The program was selected due to our
"reach and impact" on the community, recognising
that we bring people together to "exercise, socialise
and connect." What started as three fat farmers (one
of them, me!) having a casual weekly gym session is
now a recognised health initiative supporting rural
communities across ten regional areas of South
Australia. 

As always, we thank you for your support of Anna
Binna.

Regards,
Ben Wundersitz
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